Student Body President John Barkett yesterday predicted a decision this week on which "dorm or dorms" will be used as women's dormitories. He said it is "a very delicate situation." Barkett hopes that the new dorms will be "very nice." He feels that the best way to house male students displaced by the influx of females would be "opening a dorm with a few doubles.

"I'm sure that the halls chosen will be upset," the SBP countered. "It's a question of what you want more," he argued. "Somebody's going to be upset if they can't live at their dorm.

Barkett also suggested that the newly-admitted girls be allowed to eat at both dining halls if they all live on one quad. "It's not fair if they are only one dining hall," he said.

The SBP said that they will be "interested in any dorm, as long as there are two sets of offices. That's in everyone's best interest.

The position left vacant with the resignation of former St. Mary's SBVP, Missy Underman should be left vacant, according to Barkett. The SBP thought that the filling of the vice president's post was unnecessary. "They should appoint a temporary replacement or leave it open," Barkett said.

Barkett also said that he had written to University President Rev. Theodore Hesburgh and asked him to follow a recommendation the Board of Trustees reached earlier in the year by appointing a committee to investigate the problem.
The Treasurer notes financial state

by Andy Wisnarczyk

Student Government Treasurer Cass Regent last night had some optimistic predictions for this year's finances. "Financially, we are in very good condition. We should end up in the black," Regent said. "The Student Union has spent about $60,000 out of $70,000 that was appropriated by the Student Senate. That means that they will have left 15 percent of their budget for the second semester."

The Student Government has used almost $5,000 out of $15,000 that was given to them by the Student Senate. They will have 75 percent of their appropriation left for the second semester."

He added, "It is quite possible that there will be a transfer of $1,900 from the Student Union to the Student Government. If the Union exceeds its budget. All of the other organizations on campus have received a total of $20,000 from the Senate. The Leadership Institute is the only group which to this date, has filed a financial statement."

"In order to achieve a balanced budget we will just have to control our spending, and we can do this it will be the first time in years.

"Presently, Hall Life Commissioner, Bob Higgins, is working on a facilities survey of the halls, but Barkett said that the action is to come from the Administration down."

Involvement '72

Student Government is holding Involvement '72 Night tonight in the Library Lobby. The SSB is uncertain if there will be any high schools and student center over the summer yet, he asserted, "the committee is there to do something.

"The new student center is inevitable," Barkett claimed. "It's an expensive building, but it will come. It's a matter of when and I think it's at least five years away."

"Presently, Hall Life Commissioner, Bob Higgins, is working on a facilities survey of the halls, but Barkett said that the action is to come from the Administration down."
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Mock Stocks

Open to All

by Mark McLaughlin

The fourth annual Mock Stock Market of the Finance Club will begin its first day of trading tody. Open to both faculty and students from Notre Dame and St. Mary's, the Market operates in order to give students a "greater understanding of the workings of this very interesting American institution," according to a release from the Finance Club.

"In return for a one-dollar entrance fee, each trader receives $10,000 credit with which he may make transactions of the Market stocks can be bought and sold at the price stated in the Wall Street Journal on the day of the transaction. All stocks listed on either the New York Stock Exchange, the Midwest Stock Exchange, or the Over-the-Counter Market are eligible, and the Finance Club will keep a complete record of all transactions. The prizes in this contest will amount to a total of $150, and are to be divided in two categories, best short term appreciation and best long term profit. Active trading will continue until February 25, when all portfolios will be closed and a prize will be awarded to the contestant who has realized the largest profit.

From that point on no more trading will be allowed, and on April 28 the portfolios will be examined again, with the final prize going to the person with the greatest appreciation over the three month period. The club has on yet determined the precise amount of prize money.

The Mock Stock Market will be located in the lobby of the Hurley Building, and will be open from 10-9:00 until 2:30 each day Monday through Friday.

Student Union Social Commission presents

RICHIE HAVENS
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS
THE WINTER CONSORT
Sunday - Feb. 13th 7:30 p.m.
Ticket Prices
$4.50, $3.50, $2.50
Ticket Sales Begin Tuesday Feb. 1
7:00 p.m.
The Fiesta Lounge
LaFortune Student Center

Sung Vespers

SUNDAY'S 4:30 P.M.
LaFortune Student Center

LaFortune Student Center
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Mardi Gras lacking

Mardi Gras is in serious trouble, according to festival chairman, Greg Stepic. "There just isn't the great involvement by everyone to help make the Mardi Gras program a success, because of this, the policy of charging admission--instituted last year--will be continued," Stepic said.

Stepic predicted. "There just isn't the great involvement in the procedure manual against it making over $20,000 a year. Admersion charges will vary from a dollar to fifty cents depending on the day. The final day will be free.

Stepic contended that the charge was necessary to keep the Mardi Gras festival alive. "I have very much to have to do this. It would be very nice not to have to handle any money at all, however, there seems to be something missing from a few years back when Mardi Gras was making over $20,000 a year. There just isn't the great involvement by everyone to help make the program a success," Stepic said.

Many people," he added, "put forth an effort in a spirit center constructing the booths that are set up and its a shame that their efforts and the efforts of myself and my committee may have to die.

The question remains as to whether there will be an election. "Right now, it's really hard to tell, but with only one candidate, it really doesn't look like there will be one," Miss Seymour said. According to Miss Seymour, "there is nothing in the procedure manual against it making an addition to the Mardi Gras program alive."

Stepic predicted, "I realize that the short duration of the term will hamper the effectiveness of whomever is elected or chosen to this position. However, I hope that the mere fact of my candidacy will pave the way for a more active interchange of ideas between the two campuses, and lead to the ultimate unification of the two Student Governments," he said.
InPIRG to seek funds next week

Notre Dame's chapter of the Indiana Public Interest Research Group (INPIRG) is organizing a campaign in the various halls that will be in full swing by February 14, according to leader Bill Rahner.

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader, who conceived the idea behind INPIRG, will appear on campus Thursday, Feb. 17th at 8 pm in Stephan Center. His talk is sponsored by the Student Union Academic Commission.

The chapter plans to petition the administration to add a $3 per campus fee to student tuition bills to hire workers and other experts to work for INPIRG.

Other Indiana colleges including Indiana University and Purdue, are presently participating in INPIRG and are planning similar drives. If all the colleges agree to add the $3 fee the state fund would total $300,000 per year, according to Rahner.

A student board consisting of two representatives from each participating Indiana school will be elected to hire the professionals and assign projects to them, Rahner said.

Results would be achieved by publishing their findings, lobbying for their causes, or, if necessary, taking cases to court.

Similar programs already underway in Oregon and Minnesota have hired workers at $9,500 salary per year.

HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT TO WHAT YOU'LL BE DOING TOMORROW?

Finding a job that gives you satisfaction isn't easy today. Nor is it easy in a world as complex as ours.

But the Paulist finds a unique joy in his own way of life and values that are lasting.

As a Paulist he may counsel a runaway youth, listen to the problems of a senior citizen, or ganize a Home Mass or conduct a forum on mysticism. Because Paulists have always been pioneers in communications, he may communicate through the printed word or through mass media such as radio, films or television.

Whatever tool he chooses, the Paulist gets his "message" through.

Can you think of any other life that will provide more inner satisfaction for you?

If more information about the Paulist priesthood write to:

C.S.P., Vocation Director,
St. Paul's Seminary, 415 West 59th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10019

Cultural Arts Commission's Performing Arts Series Presents

Pearl Lang Dance Co.

Tues. Feb. 1
8:30 p.m.
O'Loughlin Auditorium

$1.50 P.A.S. Patrons Free
What ever happened to the university

Pearl Lang: natural movement

Morton Kelsey


Aniela Jaffe's book shows once more that a package cannot be judged by its title. In her brief essay, "C. G. Jung: his work off of the ordinary person's flat..." Aniela Jaffe has lifted our picture of this man and his work off of the ordinary person's flat... to give it dimension and perspective. Each of these studies takes up some aspect of Jung's life and thought which is either little understood or misunderstood-subjects which the author is qualified to discuss. For twenty years, she worked in analyses with Jung, as secretary of the C. G. Jung Institute in Zurich, and during his last years, as Jung's private secretary, and as editor of Jung's biographical reflections, Memories, Dreams, Reflections. The first slim volume is a much needed, most adequate introduction and addition to her former work.

The first two essays are of immense value to anyone interested in religion. Here the findings of the most impressive case of the parapsychologist are carefully and clearly detailed. For the first time, Jung's comments on these symbols and the use of the human imagination experience should be a very exciting one. Several of the pieces, such as one called "Shirah", make great use of ritual in biblical dance drama. Some are futuristic with electronic music, while other, less exotic ones include classical music.

One of the most widely performed works is an adaptation of Brecht's "Mother Courage and Her Children" entitled "The Brood", which combines music of the 1940's with masked figures in an anti-war production. All of the compositions are performed by a select group of an expertly trained troupe.

The music and natural movement of the dancers are very well suited to the piece with time, and it is probably that the adbred Pearl Lang company will accomplish that blend that the piece demands without a struggle. No one interested in Jung or in empirical religion can afford to pass up reading this little book.
by T.C. Freeman

A second-period pin by massive freshman heavyweight Mike Fanning earned the one-bedeemed Notre Dame wrestling team a dramatic 22-21 victory over previously undefeated John Carroll University.

Swimmers split pair

The Notre Dame swim team split this weekend in dual meet action, beating Bradley University, Friday, 59-46, and losing to Ohio State, Saturday afternoon, 66-47.

The Irish tankers took seven first place ribbons out of the twelve events, in the victory over Bradley.

The most important first place finish came in the 400 yard freestyle relay. Had the Irish lost that event, the Bradley swimmers would have left the Rockne pool with a victory instead of a loss.

But the ND quartet of Jim Meaglier, Joe O'Conner, Jim Kane and Gene Krathaus, took the event, and in record time. The clocking of 3:23.8 gave the action a highly competitive team effort.

Despite the absence of Mike McManon and other team members because of illness, the Irish succeeded in placing in all of the events, showing, in coach Alex Wilson's words, "a highly competitive team effort."

In the field events, freshman Greg Cortina put the shot to a new school record of 50'-8" with Ellie Palmellii taking second place. Kevin McGuiffe managed a first in the long jump and later placed second in the triple jump behind teammate Tom McMannon.

The sprinters, led by freshman football player Eric Penick, swept all of their events. Penick took first in the 60 yard dash with a time of 6.3 seconds. Rick Valicelli and Bob Washington were second and third, respectively. In the 300-yard event, Penick again picked up a first place as Valicelli finished third.

Tom McMannon tied the meet record of 7:4 seconds in the 600 yard high hurdles with Pat Mullaly and Mike Dimick placing second and third. The Irish showed their strength in the middle distances with Marty Hill and freshman Mike Gahagan placing first and third in the mile event. Gahagan later returned to take first in the 880, just ahead of Gene Mercier.

Fanning's victory, his twelfth consecutive pin, came on the heels of 190 pound Al Rock's 12-2 triumph over Larry DuBay. The ten-point victory won Notre Dame four team points at a time when they trailed John Carroll by nine, 21-12.

Team captain Ken Ryan, wrestling at 150 pounds, and 126 pound Steve Moylan won Notre Dame's other twelve points via pins. Ryan pinned Bill Collins one minute and thirty seconds into the third period, and Moylan, now 9-2 in dual meets, pinned Jack Hager 43 seconds into the second period.

But it was the 6'-6" 205 pound Fanning who thrilled the large crowd in the ACC's auxiliary gym and who won the match for the Irish. Fanning, a defensive lineman on the Irish football team, pinned 6'-6", 245 pound Ed Floyd after 36 seconds of the second period.

The other six matches went to the Irish. Jim Trausch pinned ND's Bill Moran 1-9 into the second stanza of their 167 pound match, and Carroll won five matches by decision. John Morabito outpointed Mike Martin at 113-3-0. Tom Mulhall decisioned Rich Esposto 6-3 at 134; 142 pounder Dan Weir decisioned Curt Bramble 4-2; Mark Hamster lopped Mike Kemp at 138, 8-3 and 177 pound Tom Carba was a 7-2 winner after Rich Galoon.

The victory made Notre Dame 8-1. John Carroll is now 7-1.
Larry Israelson (19) flips the puck into an open net to give the Irish a 2-1 lead over Wisconsin in the first period of Friday night's game. The Badgers came back to win, however, 5-3. (Photo by Joe Raymond)

**FOURTH STRAIGHT**

Gary Novak and Bill Walton*“dooe” one white teammates look on. The Bruins won, 57-52. Saturday afternoon.

(Photoby Joe Raymond)

**FROSH WIN FOURTH**

The Notre Dame freshmen basketball team placed five men in double figures en route to their fourth consecutive win, a 108-85 conquest of Southwest Michigan, Saturday afternoon.

Once again the backcourt tandem of Gary Brokaw and Dwight Clay did most of the damage for the Irishmen. Each had 17 points at halftime, while Gary Brokaw finished the game with 32. Clay contributed with 21. Pete Coyle supplemented their attack with 14 points. Tom Varga contributed 11 and Bedir Ali topped all with 17.

Notre Dame was able to establish superiority over the Roadrunners early, as they built a ten point lead, 21-11, at 11:57 of the third period. Brokaw drizzled the lane and Clay connecting on the first half. The taller Irish had all the better of it in the rebounding phase of the game and were able to limit Southwest Michigan to just one shot on goal in the first half of the game. By the end of the game, the Irish outshot the Roadrunners 46 to 38.

**Frosh win fourth by Joe Passiale**

**Notre Dame beats icers twice; Frosh fall to 7-9 in VCLA**

Notre Dame was able to handle the Badgers in the West last weekend, but they couldn't handle them in the East this past weekend. The Irish fell 5-3 to the VCLA, dropping their record to 3-5 on the year.

**Badgers beat icers twice; Frosh fall to 7-9 in VCLA**

Notre Dame had no trouble handling the Badgers last weekend, winning 10-3. But the Irish were unable to handle the Badgers this week, falling 7-5.

**VITAL THREE**
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Russo claims American people defrauded

The government of the United States is "guilty of conspiracy," according to Anthony Russo, keynote speaker of the Conference on Conspiracy and Dissent. Russo, speaking Friday, also claimed that the government has "defrauded the American people and the world."

David Dellinger was originally scheduled to speak in the keynote slot, but when he cancelled out due to illness, Russo was contacted to fill his place. Russo is co-defendant with Daniel Ellsberg in the Pentagon Papers affair.

Russo extended his attacks to the U.S. judicial system, particularly the structure and purpose of the Grand Jury set up. He claimed that as they now stand, "the Grand Jury is the foremost arm of the police state."

Russo also called the indictment he shared with Ellsberg "sheer fabrication." He also contended that the government had a weak case against Ellsberg and himself.

The indictment was for conspiring to defraud the United States Government. Reading directly from the indictment, Russo said that he conspired "by impairing, obstructing, and defeating its lawful government functions of controlling the dissemination of classified government studies."

Ellsberg's co-defendant said that it was the government which was guilty of conspiracy. "Everything is backward," he said. "The government is charging that we are the conspirators when they are the defrauder."

"The government is guilty of lies, secrecy, and deceit. A kind of enslavement LSD, only their is a mind controller," he stated. Russo quoted the lawyer who defended Sacco and Vanzetti who said that "the ex-tent to which a government relies upon secrecy is the extent to which that government is a tyrant."

The speaker called the Grand Jury "an arm against the movement."

"He contended that the "criminals are the ones doing the prosecuting. The government is using the Grand Jury against us to further their tyrannical goals."

Russo said that the Juries work to collect data to be used "against the movement" in two ways. He objected to the use of the subpoena to question people behind "closed doors." He also accused the Grand Jury of being a "swatbox" for third degree information.

The Grand Jury, according to Russo is just a collection of "warm bodies." They are the tools of the prosecution," he said. Russo said the government used the immunity system "to go back on its work." Russo said he was given transactional immunity which, he said, is supposed to protect him from all prosecution, before the government indicted him.

Russo claimed that "you don't have to do anything unlawful" to be guilty of conspiracy. All it involves, according to Russo, is "talking about an act that is wrongfull.

Rhodesia attacked

Blacks condemn treatment

by James Dixon

The Black Unity Conference of South Bend last Thursday issued a statement condemning the treatment of Blacks, particularly the Ian Smith regime in Rhodesia. The statement was signed by former councilman Desha Hamisi Almamy.

In the statement the conference demanded that "the U.S.A. severe its economic ties to this Black African country, as it saw fit to do against Cuba." The statement also asked that the United States come out against Ian Smith.

Russo said that Almamy the main objective of the Black Unity Conference will now be to "have the public know the situation in Rhodesia." He supported that supporters write to the United Nations in behalf of the African cause.
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DOCTOR I AM COMING

Be an early bird!

Cliffs Notes are great any time you need help in literature! We recommend using early in the year. After that, the material covered in the material not as new when you are studying for a test. The Cliff's Notes are usually named prior to exams. Get the Cliffs Notes you need today. If you are interested in the study of literature, you will find the Cliffs Notes are a great help.

WANTED


STUDENTS WANTED for small research school. Curriculum includes practical experience in the fields of electronics, computer science, and electrical engineering. 35 students. All students will be eligible for transfers accepted February 1st. Through this, students will learn about the fields of electronics and electrical engineering. 35 students. All students will be eligible for transfers accepted February 1st. Through this, students will learn about the fields of electronics and electrical engineering.

PERSONALS

Tulskeeples. Shannon.

Attention: all little girl with the crown.

THE CLIFF'S NOTES

Nearly 200 titles are available at reasonable rates.
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